TERMS OF USE

STORAGE
Waiting for the start-up, Monti Antonio machine must be immediately stored into a dry, safe place without dust, with temperature between -10°C AND 50°C (14°F and 122°F).
Non-compliance with these environmental requirements may permanently damage the machine operation.

POSITIONING OF THE MACHINE
Machine lifting and transport must be done safely with adequate lifting equipments.
It is fundamental to check what are the lifting points specified in the instructions handbook.
Wrong movements may permanently damage Monti Antonio machine.
Machine positioning has to be done on a safely accessible flat ground of adequate carrying capacity.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY SYSTEM
Electrical systems of Monti Antonio machines were designed to work into stationary conditions, with minimum instability or changes as regards electricity and/or tension levels.
If case electricity and tension are not stable the client has necessarily to provide a voltage stabilizer at the source of the electrical system.

PNEUMATIC SUPPLY SYSTEM
Sometimes Monti Antonio solutions need pneumatic supply: for this reason, it is necessary to verify the supplied air is dry and reaches the pressure level specified in the instructions handbook.

STEAM
Sometimes Monti Antonio solutions need steam supply: for this reason, it is necessary to verify pressure and temperature reach the values specified on the instruction handbook.

MACHINE USE
Monti Antonio machines have to be used only by trained operators into dry, safe places without dust, with temperature between 5°C and 35°C (41°F and 95°F).
It is strictly prohibited to remove any safety device from the machine.
In case of malfunction it is necessary to inform immediately our technical service to the address:
assistance@montiantonio.com
Non-compliance with these conditions can be source of hazard and/or can damage permanently the machine operation.

MACHINE MAINTENANCE
Monti Antonio machines have been designed to work on adequate cleaning and correct lubrication conditions. Monti Antonio Spa declines any and all responsibility in case the client won’t provide for the periodical maintenance with the products suggested in the instruction handbook and/or in case he decides to use different grease / lubricant from those specified on the instruction handbook.

SPARE PARTS
Components used on Monti Antonio machines have been employed following the analysis not only of dimensions but also of necessary performances. In case the client wants to use different parts from those provided by Monti Antonio, Monti Antonio declines any at all responsibility for any damage deriving from malfunction.
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